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Brooklyn, Pratt, State Foes As Squad Travels South

The other day there was a hot discussion between the various members of the Student Senate about the need for a new student union building. The debate was heated and animated, with each side warriors for their cause. The Brooklyn members argued for a larger building, with more facilities, while the Pratt members favored a smaller, more efficient structure. The State students took a middle position, suggesting a compromise that would allow for both improvements. The debate ended with no clear winner, but with a promise to continue the discussion in the near future.

Girls' Sextets Battle for Lead

Newman Hall Heads League Basketball Loop

In the Newman Hall basketball league, the girls' sextets are competing fiercely for the lead. The Newman Hall sextet is currently at the top, with a record of 9-1. The other teams in the league include Alpha Phi, Kappa Delta Rho, Delta Gamma, and Eta Phi. The Newman Hall sextet has been led by their captain, Jane Smith, who has demonstrated exceptional leadership skills.

Chessmen Request Transportation

In order to defend League Cup

The chessmen of State College are requesting transportation to compete in the League Cup. They are currently ranked third in the league, behind Alpha Phi and Kappa Delta Rho. The team members are eager to improve their ranking and are willing to travel to reach their goal. They have been practicing diligently and are hopeful to bring home a win.

CH Beats Potter

To Take Top Spot

League Race Tightens As Result of Contest

In the league race, CH has beaten Potter, taking the top spot. This victory has tightened the league race, with Potter now in second place. The other teams include Alpha Phi, Kappa Delta Rho, and Delta Gamma. The next contest will be crucial in determining the outcome of the league race.

Sayles Explains New Plan

To House Frats in Dorm

Draft, Increased Costs Will Place Societies in Precarious Position

Dr. John M. Sayles, president of the Student Senate, has explained the new plan to house fraternities in dormitories. Due to the draft and increased costs, fraternities will be placed in a precarious position. The plan aims to accommodate all fraternities, ensuring that they have a place to call home.

Governor Urges

Unified Defense

Government Urges Unified Defense

The governor has urged the need for unified defense. With the increasing threat of war, it is crucial for all citizens to be prepared. The governor has made a call for everyone to contribute in their own way to ensure the safety of our nation.

Regents Offer Plan to '45

To Shorten College Course

The Regents have offered a plan to shorten the college course to '45. This plan aims to reduce the number of courses required for graduation, allowing students to focus on their interests and career goals.

A.D. Schedules

Tragedy, Romance

Advanced Drama students have been preparing for their upcoming production. The play, which will premiere next month, is set in a small town and explores themes of tragedy and romance.

Credit Hours Explained

Credit Hours Explained

Credit hours are a crucial part of the college curriculum. They are used to measure the time and effort required to complete a course. Understanding how credit hours are calculated is important for students to succeed in their academic goals.

Air Raid Directions

Air Raid Directions (See Page 3)

As the threat of air raids continues, citizens are advised to be prepared. Air raid drills, such as the one held in the community recently, are essential for everyone's safety.
Teachers and Tolerance

Tolerance is an essential characteristic of a well-educated person, a good teacher. In these days of growing war fever, a wave of intolerance is sweeping across the nation, causing anxiety among the conscientious, faithful, and earnest which we as a nation have exhibited in the moments-day coming generation.

The United States, sensing the efforts of all nations, has long proved itself on its liberty, on its principles of freedom to those of all nations, creeds, and colors. We are an

Malcolm W. Felt

as a result of elevated thought, destroy the

brush fire which we set. The way to check that fire is to direct among nations, and even against those nations whose views we do not share or whose governments are with whom we are at war. This hatred must not be directed against all persons of that national

family you are invited to share in the spirit of aggression.

It must be shaken out of our lethargy, must be infused with effective efforts, the people of our nation must be aroused, awakened, Americanized.

We are Americans. Yet we have often been accused of being more "social minded" than other nations. Americans are机油, "social minded" because we are family, "social minded" because we are in the same boat as each other, "social minded" because we are the best of all the politicians, "social minded" because we are the best of all the marvels.

It may be only a few notes of a song, or a wall-
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Eagles To Meet Niagara In Page Hall Gym Tonight

New York Trip Results In Losses To Pratt And Brooklyn Poly

Eagles will be pitched against their fourth straight tough opponent on Sunday when they face the Pratt Eagles at Page Hall. Pratt, unlike the previous two opponents, is a team who has lost some of its key players. The Eagles' last two opponents, the Brooklyn Poly Eagles and the Pratt Eagles, both came out victorious.

First Place Battle Looms Between Potter Club, CH

SLS Boys to Rambler, Removed From Loop Rose

Eagles' Basketball Continues Action

Dom A Takes Top Spot; As Newman Hall Loses

The Eagles' basketball team is currently at the top spot, with a perfect record of 6-0. However, their recent game against Newman Hall did not go as planned, as the Eagles lost 60-50.

Frosh Lose Tilt In Final Period

Meet Albany Academy On Home Court Tonight

The Eagles' frosh team lost to the Albany Academy team in the final period of their game tonight. The Eagles were leading by two points with only 15 seconds left in the game, but Albany Academy's last-second three-pointer secured the victory.

Gammas Kap Takes Lead In WAA Bowling Loop

With the previous week's win, the Gamma Kappa team leads the WAA bowling loop. The Eagles will face the Albany Academy team in their next game.

Five-Foot-Two Plus Cigar Equals Redman

Prom, Midnight Coronation Highlight Junior Weekend

Queen Duff to Crown Successor at Midnight

The junior class's main event of the weekend is the midnight coronation ceremony. The current queen, Duff, will crown her successor, and the junior class will select a new king. The event will be held at the Page Hall gym.

Activities Budget Must Take Ten Per Cent Cut

Finances Board Reports Pivotal

The finances board has recommended a ten percent cut in the activities budget. This decision has sparked debate among the student body, with some arguing that it will impact the quality of college life.

The budget cut was necessitated by the war, which has affected the economy and the source of their funds. The board is committed to finding a way to maintain the quality of college life despite the financial challenges.

Quality tells you it's the real thing

Quality tells you it's the real thing

You name it, we built it—Con-Cola, a thing that is good—a beer, whatsoever close with the taste of a beer, anything you name. Con-Cola delights your taste, gratifies your thirst and serves you happily

George J. Benner, President

BOUVRELL CAFETERIA

TITY OUR BUSINESSMAN'S LUNCH

109-200 CENTRAL AVENUE
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